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Abstract
The adoption and adaptation of the discourse of jingjie 境界 had a
significant impact on the Neo-Confucian conceptualization of sagehood.
This article examines the discourse of sagely jingjie developed by both
Chinese and Korean Neo-Confucians. It shows that jingjie discourse
helped to render Neo-Confucian learning into a territorial undertaking,
as the reaching, seeing, entering, seeking, creating, and occupying of
the moral and spiritual territory of the sages. It also explores the
Neo-Confucian discussion of the jingjie of Yan Hui as an example of
personal moral cultivation. On the whole, this study brings to light the
territorial imagination of Neo-Confucian philosophy, which to date has
remained largely unexplored.
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1. Early History of Jingjie Discourse
The discourse of jingjie 境界—often translated as “spiritual realm” or
“spiritual horizon”—played a paramount role in shaping the intellectual
landscape of East Asia. Although the expression has been and
continues to be used widely in discussions of East Asian philosophy
and spirituality, not much attention has been paid to understanding
the historical origin of the concept or its development as a discourse.
In a previous study1), I have shown that the expression jingjie
began as a geopolitical discourse. Its evolving meanings over time—
from the from the tattooed political subjects in the Shang 商, the
geopolitical frontier in the Zhou 周, the boundary of the state in the
Warring States period and of the empire in the Han 漢, and to the
prefectural, institutional, and private territory in the later dynasties—
demonstrate that the discourse of jingjie was important for mapping
out the geopolitical world of ancient China that grew in complexity.
Jingjie evolved into a philosophico-religious discourse of
territoriality after it was employed to communicate the Buddhist ideas
of spiritual reality and enlightenment. Within this spiritual context,
jingjie was used to translate the idea of territoriality; more specifically,
the term came to denote the domain of senses and the experience of
enlightenment, the latter understood as the act of crossing to the other
shore as well as ascending the levels of spiritual enlightenment.
The connection between Confucian philosophy and jingjie has been
discussed by scholars of the twentieth-century New Confucian
movement. As Jiang Wu observed, these scholars, in their effort to
revive Confucianism, “reinterpret[ed] the meaning of being a sage” by
exploring the concept of jingjie.2) New Confucians like Tang Junyi 唐君
毅 have adopted the Buddhist understanding of the vertical ascension
of jingjie and applied it to explain the levels of enlightenment in a
Confucian sense.3)
Rather than being a purely modern idea, however, Confucian
investigations of sagehood in terms of jingjie, first emerged in the
1) Christina Hee-Yeon Han, “Territory of the Sages: Neo-Confucian Discourse of
Wuyi Nine Bends Jingjie”, Ph.D. Diss., University of Toronto 2011.
2) Jiang Wu, “What is Jingjie? Defining Confucian Spirituality in the Modern
Intellectual Context”, Monumenta Serica 50 (2002), p. 460.
3) Tang Junyi 唐君毅. Shengming cunzai yu xinling jingjie: Shengming cunzai zhi san
xiang yu xinling jiu jing 生命存在與心靈境界: 生命存在之三向與心靈九境. Taipei:
Xuesheng shuju, 1977.
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twelfth century as part of Neo-Confucian development. Introduced into
Neo-Confucian discourse by the brothers, Cheng Hao 程顥 (1032-1085)
and Cheng Yi 程頤 (1033-1107), and later expanded by Zhu Xi 朱熹
(1130-1200), jingjie grew into a major discursive tradition within
Neo-Confucianism.4)
The principal feature that distinguished Song Neo-Confucianism
from previous Confucian developments was its radical reinterpretation
of sagehood: that is, the considered sagehood not as an exclusive and
distant ideal, but as an open and very present possibility for all. This
Neo-Confucian reinvention of sagehood has been discussed by many
contemporary scholars, particularly in terms of its connection to the
new program of learning proposed and practiced by the founders of
the movement.5) It should also be noted, however, that this new
understanding of sagehood owed much to the adoption and adaptation
of the discourse of jingjie as a new discursive framework within which
sagehood might be considered.
Neo-Confucians also introduced, for the first time, the expression
“jingjie of the sages” or “sagely jingjie” (聖人的境界) as a new mode
of conceptualizing sagehood, and this discursive change implied a
significant shift in the study of Confucian philosophy. On one level, it
shifted focus away from learning the words of the sages, which
culminated in the textual study of Han Confucianism. On another
level, it marked a movement away from the study of the political
accomplishments of the sages and a rejection of the overtly political
use of Confucianism in the Tang 唐. Instead of emphasizing
knowledge of the words and political accomplishments of previous
sages, Neo-Confucian learning suggested the attainment of sagely jingjie
as a new objective unto itself. But what exactly was the jingjie of the
sages? It should come as no surprise that this very question was both
the driving force behind Neo-Confucian discussions of sagehood and
4) Only one reference to jìng is mentioned in the writings of the Chengs—“the
entering and exiting of the original jing of the human heart-mind takes place
continuously without one being aware of it (人心縁境出入無時人亦不覺).” [SKQS]
Cheng Hao and Cheng Yi, Er Cheng yi shu 二程遺書, 2b.8b. For Zhu Xi’s
references to jing and jingjie, see [SKQS] Zhu Xi, Zhuzi yu lei 朱子語類,
34.56b-57a, 59.48a, and 117.30a-b.
5) Wm. Theodore De Bary, et al., The Unfolding of Neo-Confucianism, Columbia
University Press, New York 1975; Wm. Theodore De Bary, Learning for One’s
Self, Columbia University Press, New York 1991; Chu Hsi, Learning to Be a Sage:
Selections from the Conversations of Master Chu, Arranged Topically, translated by
Gardner, Daniel K., University of California Press, Berkeley, 1990.
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modern scholarly attempts to understand the Neo-Confucian’s historical
position.
This paper will examine the Neo-Confucian philosophical
exploration of sagely jingjie by tracing the general thematic formations
of jingjie discourse; instead of following a chronological trajectory, it
will investigate a number of discursive themes developed over a long
period of time by both Chinese and Korean Neo-Confucians. As we
will see, these various themes bring to light the often overlooked
territorial dimension of the philosophical discussion of jingjie.

2. The Neo-Confucian Reclamation of Jingjie
The Song Neo-Confucians were aware of the Buddhist discourse,
which had dominated the philosophico-spiritual discussion of jingjie,
and were critical of it. In his scholarly correspondences with Li Tong
李侗 (1093-1163), Zhu Xi proposed that the reason why the literati of
his time failed to advance in learning was because they remained in
the jingjie of selfish thought and inaction. This jingjie, he argued, was
the jingjie to which the adherents of Chan Buddhism belonged. The
solution he proposed to this predicament was to critically examine and
rectify one’s selfishness with shame and remorse, and to actively
engage in social responsibilities instead of constantly immersing oneself
in inactive meditation.6) The Chosŏn Neo-Confucians also disapproved
of the Buddhist understanding of spiritual jingjie, with Chŏng Kyŏng-se
鄭經世 (1563-1633), for example, condemning Chan Buddhism for its
failure to recognize the importance of cultivating effort, which he
believed was the proper and Confucian way to jingjie.7)
Among all Neo-Confucians, Ming’s Luo Qinshun 羅欽順
(1465-1547) wrote most extensively about (and against) the Buddhist
understanding of jingjie. In his Kun Zhi Ji 困知記, Luo attempted to
demonstrate the supremacy of Neo-Confucian learning by highlighting
the flaws within Buddhist thought, including the Buddhist
understanding of jingjie. Describing the Chan Buddhists’ vision of the
world as “a merely void, empty, and open jingjie,” he criticizes them
for downplaying the importance of cultivation in reaching the jingjie of
6) [SKQS] Zhu Xi, Yanping da wen 延平答問, 46b.
7) Chŏng Kyŏng-se, Ubok chip 愚伏集, 1657, 9.2a-3a sang Sŏ-ae sŏnsaeng.
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spiritual wisdom.8)
In contrast to Buddhism, which pursues the “jingjie of void and
emptiness”9), Luo forcefully claimed that Neo-Confucianism engaged in
a study of reality (實學) based on both a strict cultivation of the self
and a critical investigation of all things. Nevertheless, in his discussion
Luo primarily presents jingjie as a Buddhist concept and did not
employ the idea to expound Neo-Confucian teachings.
The critique of the Buddhist view of jingjie, however, did not lead
to the Neo-Confucian rejection of the expression itself. Instead, the
dissemination of the “correct” understanding of jingjie became one of
the major tasks of Neo-Confucian philosophical endeavor, and the
promotion of sagely jingjie became a means of claiming their
intellectual territory.

3. The Jingjie of the Sages
What makes a sage a sage? Efforts to answer this question unveiled
not only one’s understanding of sagehood, but also (and more
importantly) the key to attaining sagehood. The zealous effort to
unravel this mystery led to the presentation of many — frequently
contesting — views. However, amid the wide-ranging interpretive
grappling with sagehood, a shared sense of purpose was present — a
purpose which aimed at denouncing the mystical elements of sagehood
and which sought explanation, contextualization, and application of
sagely living.
The introduction of the discursive framework of jingjie contributed
greatly to creating this new interpretive habitat. It is not enough,
however, to simply claim that jingjie was important to Neo-Confucian
discourse, as some have done.10) Pushing the discussion forward, we
must also examine the role of jingjie discourse in the production of the
knowledge surrounding sagehood. As we will see, the Neo-Confucian
8) [SKQS] Luo Qinshun, Kun zhi ji, xia.34a-b.
9) Ibid., xu lu, xia.11b.
10) Ren Tiancheng identified the concern for the jingjie of selfhood (人格境界) as one of
the two defining characters of the Song Neo-Confucian understanding of sagehood.
He, however, did not discuss the methodological, epistemological, and hermeneutic
potentials of jingjie, and treated it as a general philosophical category. Ren Tiancheng
任天成, “Song Ming daoxue zhong de “shengren” guannian 宋明道學中的聖人觀念”,
The Northern Forum (北方論叢) 155 (1999), p. 65.
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discussion of sagehood that emerged from the discursive framework of
jingjie quintessentially reflected and promoted the concerns of
territoriality.

4. Jingjie and Shijie
Were Neo-Confucians themselves cognizant of the territorial
implications of the jingjie discourses they were creating? The answer to
this question is affirmative. That Neo-Confucians used and understood
jingjie in the territorial sense is clearly demonstrated by the fact that,
in Neo-Confucian discussions, jingjie is often paired with shijie 時節
(time or season), a temporal notion. Indeed, jingjie and shijie appear
jointly in the writings of many Neo-Confucians. The Ming
Neo-Confucian Sun Shenxing 孫慎行 (1565-1636) compares mean and
harmony (中和) to an inexplicable shijie and jingjie11), and Chosŏn’s
Chŏng Chong-no 鄭宗魯 (1738-1816) expresses the life of
self-cultivation as “a watchful shijie and a leisurely jingjie”.12)
The jingjie-shijie pairing also appears in the Ming Neo-Confucian
Cai Qing’s 蔡清 (1453-1508) discussion about the meaning of fu 復
(return or restoration) in Shao Yong’s 邵雍 (1011-1077) poetry:
Shao Yong’s eight-sentence poem only points to the place of return and
shows people their divergence from Fuxi, King Wen, and Confucius. It is
summed up in this one word—return. What a wonderful shijie and jingjie
would the realization of this return be! Beginning with the Cheng brothers,
the return began to spring forth again, and Shao’s poem precisely and
appropriately describes it.13)

The examples of the parallel juxtaposition of jingjie and shijie just
cited help reveal the spatio-temporal dispositions within the
Neo-Confucian conceptualization of sagehood, sage learning, and the
sagely world. Further, their usage testifies that the realization of
Neo-Confucian ideals and objectives, and even the ideals themselves
11) [SKQS] Huang Zongxi 黃宗羲 (1609-1695), Ming ru xue an 明儒學案, 59.35a.
12) Chŏng Chong-no, Ipchae chip 立齋集, 1835, 13.1a-2a tap Ch’oe Sa-gu.
13) Shao Yong’s poem that Cai Qing is referring to is most likely the ninth poem
of Shao’s famous “Singing in the Nest of Peace and Happiness (安樂窩中吟).”
[SKQS] Cai Qing, Yijing meng yin 易經蒙引, 4a.17a-b. “邵子此八句詩. 只是指出復
之所在. 以示人不然伏羲文王孔子. 只是一箇復字. 至於復是何等時節. 何等境界. 則至
程子始發之而邵子之詩又精當.”
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(that is, mean and harmony), signify the realization of a certain
temporal and territorial state.
The framework of jingjie-shijie (territory-season), however, is to be
distinguished from the notions of space and time, and even spacetime,
which came into being under the influence of modern science.
Conceived as dimensions in a coordinate grid with the purpose of
measuring and mapping a point and its relation to other points, time
and space are seen to “envelop” and “provide the context for human
existence”.14)
On the contrary, jingjie and shijie in Neo-Confucian discourse
essentially concern the constitution of sagehood, which could be
reached and occupied. As defined and bounded pieces of space and
time, territory and season signify inhabitability. The sagely
territory-season framework represented sagehood, which was made
both accessible and inhabitable since sagehood was not only viewed as
a historical event, but also as a universal and personal event. Thus
understood, sagehood traverses past experience, present possibility, and
future destination. Cai Qing’s description of the Neo-Confucian
development as a return of this territory-season, Chŏng Chong-no’s
rendering of self-cultivation as a return to sagely territory-season, and
Sun Shenxing’s praise of this mystery all express the traversality of the
jingjie-shjijie discourse.
The sagely territory-season framework, moreover, signifies an
onto-phenomenological state of the heart-mind. Neo-Confucians
employed the territory-season framework to describe the state of sagely
heart-mind. For instance, Pak Yun-wŏn’s 朴胤源 (1734-1799) portrayal
of the accomplishments of Confucius and Mencius contains the
application of the jingjie-shijie framework in the interpretation of sagely
heart-mind. As Pak writes,
Confucius said: “At forty, I was without doubts.” Mencius said: “At forty,
my heart-mind did not waver.” What kind of jingjie does being without
doubts point to? What kind of shijie does the unwavering heart-mind point
to? Being without doubts at forty is like jingjie in which there is nowhere
that cannot be reached in all things, both outside and inside, fine and
coarse. The heart-mind that does not waver at forty is like shijie that
comes after the vast and overflowing qi is nurtured.15)

14) Aharon Kellerman, Time, Space, and Society: Geographical Societal Perspectives,
Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht 1989, p. xi.
15) Pak Yun-wŏn, Kŭnjae chip 近齋集, 1817, 17.7a tap Yi Yŏ-hong Non-ŏ munmok.
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Pak’s allusion to reaching and waiting clearly highlights the territorial
and seasonal implications of Confucius’s jingjie and Mencius’s shijie.
Another Chosŏn Neo-Confucian, Pak P’il-chu 朴弼周 (1665-1748),
employs the jingjie-shijie framework to probe the onto-phenomenological
workings of the heart-mind, particularly the relationship between the
state of weifa 未發 (not yet aroused) and the state of yifa 已發 (already
aroused). After describing weifa as a combination of jingjie and shijie,
he writes:
Considering weifa as jingjie and shijie teaches us that at any time and any
place one cannot be without task. Therefore, in the time of tranquility,
preserve and nurture; in the time of movement, embody and examine. Each
one has a place to belong to. How can we say jing (境) and shi (時) are
singular and independent, and that they are not controlled by the
heart-mind? Can this be possible? And how could it also be that jingjie
and shijie do not concern effort?16)

Pak’s account highlights the pedagogical implications of the
Neo-Confucian jingjie-shijie discourse, where jingjie and shijie represent
the constant vigilance and enduring effort necessary for the process of
self-cultivation. It also stresses the inseparability of jingjie and shijie,
and the heart-mind’s control over them.
In both examples we see jingjie and shijie used as a way to
express and explain the state of the cultivated heart-mind, in which
being and experience are intricately intertwined. In the context of
overall Neo-Confucian philosophical development, however, the
importance of jingjie overrules that of shijie. While jingjie became the
breeding ground for complex discursive practices, shijie did not
undergo a development of similar magnitude. The pairing of the two,
however, clearly illustrates the territorial nature of Neo-Confucian
jingjie discourse, and shows that Neo-Confucians were not only
conscious of jingjie’s territorial aspect, but that they also utilized it
creatively to produce new ways of understanding sagehood.
“孔子曰. 四十而不惑. 孟子曰. 我四十不動心. 不惑指何等境界也. 不動心指何等時節耶.
四十不惑. 似是衆物之表裏精粗無不到境界. 四十不動心. 似是浩然之氣養成後時節.”
16) Pak P’il-chu, Yŏho chip 黎湖集, n.d., 11.6b tap Yi Chungkyŏm. “且未發之爲境界爲
時節者. 信如來諭. 然隨時隨地. 不能無事焉. 是則靜時存養. 動時體察. 各有攸屬者然
也. 不爾. 所謂境與時者. 獨自孤立. 不爲是心之所管攝也. 其可乎. 是又不可以其爲境
界時節而謂無涉乎工夫也.”
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5. The Field of the Sages
Closely related to jingjie, tiandi 田地 (field) is another territorial
expression of sagehood we find in Neo-Confucian writings. Though
not used as prevalently as jingjie, tiandi also reveals the pervasiveness
of territorial discourse in the Neo-Confucian conceptualization of
sagehood. We first encounter the expression “reaching the field of the
sages” used to refer to arriving at sage learning in the writings of the
Cheng brothers. Once one’s practice of immersive learning (涵養)
matures, they argue, one is capable of reaching the field of the sage
s.17) Zhu Xi also employs the expression to expound the process of
sage learning, asserting that one must set the “reaching of the place of
the sages and the field of the sages” as the goal of learning.18) Also
stressing the supreme importance of reverence, Zhu remarks that,
“even though one attains the field of the sages, if one lets go of
reverence, one cannot be like Yao and Shun”.19)
Tiandi also occupies an important place in the philosophy of Zhu
Xi’s contemporary and rival, Lu Jiuyuan 陸九淵 (1139-1193). For Lu,
tiandi is particularly relevant in regards to his conceptualization of the
Way and principle: “The Way and principle are only the Way and
principle before one’s eyes. Even though one perceives the field of the
sages, it only is the Way and principle before the eyes”.20) Lu
believed in the unity of principle and heart-mind, preaching that the
principle was not far away, and could in fact be found in one’s own
heart-mind. Similarly, Lu also emphasized that the field of the sages —
the goal of sage learning — was always present before one’s eyes.
Although limited in number, discussions of the sagely tiandi also
surface in the writings of later Neo-Confucians. The Yuan scholar
Chen Hao 陳澔 (1260-1341), for instance, interpreted the field of the
sages as being “people”21), and the Ming scholars Lü Nan 吕柟
(1479-1542) and Zheng Shanfu 鄭善夫 (1485-1523) both stressed the
importance of effort when striving to reach the field of the sages.22)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)

Er Cheng yi shu, 23.3a.
Zhuzi yu lei, 95.70b-71a.

Ibid., 7.3b.
[SKQS] Lu Jiuyuan, Xiangshan yu lu 象山語錄, 1.1a.
[SKQS] Chen Hao, Chen shi Liji ji shuo 陳氏禮記集說, 57.25b-26a.
[SKQS] Lü Nan, Si shu yin wen 四書因問, 4.11a. [SKQS] Zheng Shanfu, Shaogu ji
少谷集, 22.23b-24a.
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What these developments show us is the importance of territorial
discourse in the envisioning of Neo-Confucian sage learning,
particularly since reaching and attaining the “field of the sages”
represented the goal of sage learning. The philosophical discussion of
the sagely field did not develop into a major discourse, however, and
was soon absorbed into the overall discourse of jingjie, in which
similar territorial ideas were explored.
In the following sections we will investigate the ways in which
jingjie discourse gave rise to the territorial conception of Neo-Confucian
sagehood and, more specifically, how this discourse interpreted
sagehood as a territory to be reached, seen, entered, sought, created,
and occupied.

6. Sagehood as a Territory to Be Reached
Jingjie discourse in Neo-Confucian philosophy expounded sagehood as

a territory to be reached (至, 到, 達, or 及). Zhu Xi’s writings reveal
that he and his contemporaries envisioned the attainment of sagehood
as equivalent to the reaching of jingjie, though explanations of what
this jingjie entailed varied. According to Zhu, sagely jingjie corresponds
to abiding in humaneness (仁) through the preservation and critical
examination of oneself (存省), thereby becoming completely one with
the heavenly principle (天理) and harboring no selfish desire.23) The
Ming Neo-Confucians Hu Juren 胡居仁 (1434-1484) and Gao Panlong
高攀龍 (1562-1626) voice a similar opinion, comparing arrival at sagely
jingjie to the completion of humaneness through arduous daily
cultivation — a process that illuminates the heart-mind through the
heavenly principle until not even a hint of selfish human desire can
be found.24) For Hu and Gao, this cultivation must continue until one
arrives at the jing of not thinking and not trying, but of doing
naturally. After long and strenuous cultivation, they held, one could
reach the “great and transformative jing”25), a journey also described
as a return to the “unified original jingjie”.26)
23) Zhuzi yu lei, 31.8a-b.
24) [SKQS] Hu Juren, Ju ye lu 居業錄, 8.20b. [SKQS] Gao Panlong, Gaozi yi shu 高子
遺書, 10.43a.
25) [SKQS] Lashali(喇沙里 (d. 1679), and Chen Tingjing 陳廷敬 (1638-1712), eds. Ri
jiang Si Shu jie yi 日講四書解義, 7.9a.
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For these philosophers, the act of reaching jingjie had clear
territorial connotations. Cai Qing, for instance, outlined the goal of
sage learning as the “reaching of the territory (jing) of the sagely and
divine, and the reaching of the domain (yu 域) of ultimate goodness,”
drawing out the territorial importance of jing in the parallelization of
jing and yu.27) The territorial significance of reaching jingjie was also
made apparent in the discussions of Chosŏn Neo-Confucians, who
interpreted cultivation of the self as a journey towards a defined and
gated territory. To cite just two examples, Chŏng Kae-ch’ŏng 鄭介淸
(1529-1590) describes cultivation as the joining “of the jingjie of mean
and harmony, and of the family of the sages and worthies (中和境界,
聖賢門戶)”,28) while Kim Nak-haeng 金樂行 (1708-1766) describes it as
an upward and downward movement that leads to “one way and one
territory (門路境界)”.29) Indeed, the reference to menhu 門戶 and menlu
門路 presents sagehood and sage learning as a territory with a fixed
entrance, once again affirming the imagined territorial component
inherent in the Neo-Confucian philosophical discourse of jingjie.
It must be noted that such visions of cultivation have an
obverse side; as much as cultivation was thought of as a journey
towards sagely jingjie, it was also depicted as a journey away from
unsagely jingjie. The plural, oppositional nature of jingjie discourse is
vividly illustrated in Song Myŏng-hŭm’s 宋明欽 (1705-1768) account:
Reverence is about one. Knowing is about two—right and wrong. In the
distance, there are myriad things under heaven. Nearby, there is one family
and one body. Due to their yin and yang, good and evil, there is difference
between humans and animals, foreigners and the Chinese, heterodoxy and
orthodoxy, kindness and wickedness, righteousness and profit, public and
private, horizontal and vertical, facing and turning away, and repulsive and
attractive. There is nothing that does not have its opposite. The sages and
worthies’ thousands of words and ten thousands sayings are only about
wishing that people will seek in their nature and find this out. Right means
extremely right, and wrong means extremely wrong. There is no half right
and half wrong. Arriving at lukewarm and dull jingjie, how can there be
extensive knowing?30)

26) Ming’s Wang Shihuai 王時槐(1522-1566) spoke of the return to original nature (本性)
as the process of arriving at (ji) the unified original jingjie, a place where
imagination and understanding cannot reach. Huang Zongxi, Ming ru xue an, 20.17a.
27) [SKQS] Cai Qing, Si Shu meng yin 四書蒙引, 15.88a.
28) Chŏng Kae-ch’ŏng, Udŭk rok (愚得錄), 1692, 1.42b-43a, imsin sa wŏl sipsam il u tŭk.
29) Kim Nak-haeng, Kusadang chip 九思堂集, 1801, 3.5a-7b tap Yi Kyŏng-mun.
30) Song Myŏng-hŭm, Yŏkch’ŏn chip 櫟泉集, 1805, 7.35a-36b, tap Sin Sŏng-bo. “敬則
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Song postulates that while sage learning upholds oneness, it also
promotes clear dualism; the division between the sagely and the
unsagely must be maintained, and the blurring of the boundaries
avoided. In other words, jingjie rhetoric helped create a vision of
binary opposition, rendering a two-fold aim of Neo-Confucian
cultivation: (1) adherence to sage learning, and (2) rejection of unsage
learning.
Once sage learning was established as being a matter of arriving
at a clearly defined jingjie, advancement in sage learning also came to
be expounded in territorial terms—that is, as a question of succeeding
in reaching certain moral and intellectual territory. This meant that
jingjie was understood as a category for assessing and differentiating
individual attainment, and as a territorial expression of individual
cultivation.31) Such a view was held by the Yuan Neo-Confucian Chen
Tianxiang 陳天祥 (1230-1316), who deemed jingjie to be a territorial
manifestation of individual difference. Chen pinpointed the source of
individual distinctiveness in jingjie within the difference in qizhi 氣質
(material force and disposition). According to him, the person whose
qizhi is not slanted much has more “good jing (善境)” and less “not
good jing (不善之境)”; the opposite is true for the person whose qizhi
is much slanted.32)
There were also a myriad Neo-Confucian perspectives around
questions of personal jingjie. Chosŏn’s Pak Se-ch’ae 朴世采 (1631-1695)
believed that individual distinctiveness in jingjie is due to differences
in talent and character (才品)33), and the Qing Dynasty’s official
commentary on the Four Books elucidates that divergences come from
differences in the jing of the heart-mind (心境).34) Regardless of how
the makeup of individual jingjie was interpreted, distinguished

31)

一而已. 知則有兩焉. 是非而已. 遠而天下萬物. 近而一家一身. 其陰陽善惡. 人獸夷夏.
邪正淑慝. 義利公私之別. 橫竪向背. 轉頭觸目. 莫非此兩端. 聖賢千言萬語. 只是欲人
索性尋箇是處而已. 是則極是. 非則極非. 無復半是半非. 溫呑暖底境界. 究竟到此. 方
爲致知.”
Yi I’s 李珥 (1536-1584) discussion of whether Sima Guang 司馬光 (1019-1086)
and Sŏ Kyŏng-dŏk 徐敬德 (1489-1546) reached the jingjie of true and sincere

intention shows jingjie’s role as a category of assessment and differentiation
within Neo-Confucian discourse. Yi I, Yulgok chŏnsŏ 栗谷全書, 1814, 32.9a-b
Ugye chip.
32) [SKQS] Chen Tianxiang, Si Shu bian yi 四書辨疑, 4.17b-18a and 8.3a-b.
33) Pak Se-ch’ae, Namgye chip 南溪集, 1732, 33.8a-9a, yŏ Im Tae-nyŏn.
34) Ri jiang Si Shu jie yi, 9.34a-b.
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Neo-Confucian scholars were believed to have reached certain
admirable jingjie, and comprehending and pursuing their jingjie came
to be seen as following the secure path of the great teachers.35)
Arriving at a sagely jingjie, however, was no simple task. No
Kyŏng-im 盧景任 (1569-1620) reminded his contemporaries that the
jingjie of the sages and worthies is not a place that could be reached
in one stride,36) while Cheng Yi and Yi Sang-jŏng 李象靖 (1710-1781)
encouraged devotees of sage learning by assuring them that if they do
not give up, but continue steadfastly in their effort, one day they will
unexpectedly run into the jingjie of sage learning.37)Still, to many
thinkers, the experience of sagely jingjie remained a distant goal, as it
was for Ku Pong-nyŏng 具鳳齡 (1526-1586),:
I have not yet experienced the ultimate savoring of clear and peaceful
jingjie. I am not sure whether it is nearby or will appear suddenly. I must
continue to study the works of the ancient sages. Living in deep seclusion
in a misty mountain, I will cultivate the clear qi, and exert and refine my
intent. Things beyond these two will not lead me to the humane Way.38)

Ku’s words aptly capture the struggle faced in daily life by the
pursuers of sagely jingjie. Many felt disheartened by this overwhelming
task, and by the challenge of sagehood’s supposed naturalness and
effortlessness in particular. In what constituted perhaps its most
difficult aspect for these diligent strivers, one of the signs of sagely
jingjie was an apparent lack of assertiveness: the sages did not seek
things, but things responded to them; they did not give trust, but
people trusted them.39)
Not surprisingly, many Neo-Confucians struggled to find a
foothold between the demand for more effort and the aspiration for
effortlessness. After spending substantial parts of their lives cultivating
35) For a discussion on reaching Zhang Zai’s jingjie, see O To-il 吳道一 (1645-1703),
Sŏp’a chip 西坡集, 1729, 27.15b kondŭk p’yŏn.
36) No Kyŏng-im, Kyŏng-am chip 敬菴集, n.d., 2.11a-b tap Ch’oe Kye-sŭng.
37) Hu Guang 胡廣 (1369-1418), et al., Xingli daquan 性理大全, Shangwu yinshuguan,
Taibei 1974, 48.34b-35a. Yi Sang-jŏng 李象靖 (1710-1781), Taesan chip 大山集,
1802, 35.23a-b tap Kim Hong-bo munmok.
38) Ku Pong-nyŏng, Paektam chip 栢潭集, 1670, 8.26a-b tap Kwŏn Ŏnhoe sŏ. “未嘗無
淸寧境界中至味耳. 恐左右或忽於此否. 須持古聖遺書. 深閉雲山. 一以養淸氣. 一以勵
精志. 此外餘事. 不須向人道也.”
39) Hu Juren identified Cheng Hao’s saying “not seeking things, but things
respond; not giving trust, but people trust” as a sign of sagely jingjie. See Ju ye
lu, 3.8a-b.
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the self, unsure of how much more effort was still needed, some
began to doubt the possibility of reaching sagely jingjie in their
lifetimes.40) In the face of their impending deaths, some lamented that
they had not been able to reach the jingjie of the sages in their
lifetimes.41) Others even came to believe that reaching the jingjie of the
sages was humanly impossible.42)
In the midst of these contending voices, we witness the unfolding
of the age-old struggle between differing approaches to jingjie within
the Neo-Confucian context. The two major camps in Neo-Confucianism
—the Learning of Principle (理學) and the Learning of the Heart-Mind
(心學)—represent these two contrasting methods of reaching sagely
jingjie: the gradual and the sudden, respectively.
The Learning of Principle, mainly represented by the Cheng-Zhu
School, stressed the importance of strenuous cultivation of the self
through study and practice. The Learning of the Heart-Mind, headed
by Lu Jiuyuan and Wang Yangming 王陽明 (1472-1529), viewed the
attainment of sagehood as a matter of consciously recognizing and
experiencing sagehood as a perpetually present reality. The two
schools’ philosophical and methodological differences, to a great extent,
stemmed from their differing understandings of the relationship
between jingjie and gongfu 工夫 (effort). Their disagreement was not
simply an issue of whether they embraced or rejected gongfu, for both
schools acknowledged the inseparable connection between jingjie and
gongfu. Instead, the two school held conflicting views about the nature
of gongfu, which one school saw as laborious praxis and the other saw
as enlightening realization.43) The latter interpretation, we can safely
say, emerged as a result of the failure of the former’s champions to
present a clear trajectory of the necessary process of cultivation.
These developments also bring to the fore the differences between
horizontal and vertical conceptions of jingjie, which are also evident in
the Buddhist discourse of jingjie.44) Despite their conflict, attempts were
Yun Ki 尹愭 (1741-1826), Mumyŏngja chip 無名子集, n.d., 10 hu u sŏ.
Cho Sik 曺植 (1501-1572), Nammyŏng chip 南冥集, 1604, haengsang 9a.
Ri jiang Si Shu jie yi, 7.9a.
Wang Yangming redefined gongfu as “a single realization (or awareness) of
essence (一悟本體)”. Wang Liangfan 王良范, “Liangzhi zhi dao—Yangming Chan
yu Ruxue xiu dao yang jing gongfu (良知之道－陽明禪與儒學修道養靜工夫)”,
Guizhou daxue xuebao 貴州大學學報, no. 3 (1997), pp. 23-28.
44) Ding Weixiang 丁爲祥, “践形与践行—宋明理学中两种不同的工夫系统”, Zhongguo
zhexue shi 中國哲學史, no.1 (2009), pp. 34-44.
40)
41)
42)
43)
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also made to reconcile the two divergent approaches to sagely jingjie.
The Ming Neo-Confucian Wang Longxi 王龍溪 (1498-1583), for
instance, identifies both gradual and sudden approaches as legitimate
and compatible methods of sage learning.45) These diverse
Neo-Confucian responses demonstrate the complex philosophical
implications of the territorial envisioning of arriving at sagely jingjie.

7. Sagehood as a Territory To Be Seen
Sagely jingjie was also to be seen (看 or 見). In his letter to Zhang Shi
張栻 (1133-1180), Zhu Xi points out the importance of seeing the jingjie
of the original state of the heart-mind. Zhu writes,
How can we in one day see this jingjie? Therefore, the sages had to tell
us: Rectify your heart-mind. To rectify your heart-mind, you must first
make your intent sincere. To make your intent sincere, you must first
extend your knowledge. … This is not one day’s work.46)

Here, Zhu asserts that the perception of sagely jingjie requires
prolonged effort, a claim which, according to Luo Qinshun, is
fundamentally opposed to the Chan Buddhists’ understanding of void
and empty jingjie. However, as Zhu Xi’s student Chen Chun 陳淳
(1159-1223) aptly asserts, Neo-Confucians bemoaned the fact that “the
sages’ lofty, bright, broad, and great jingjie was not seen again; and
their refined, profound, stern, and meticulous effort was not followed
again”.47) As such, beholding sagely jingjie anew became an imperative
task and aspiration of Neo-Confucians.
Another student of Zhu Xi, Chen Zhi 陳埴 (jinshi 1214), regards
perceiving sagely jingjie as a supreme goal in Neo-Confucian
cultivation; for him, the person who fails to see the jingjie of
understanding dao with the heart-mind has wasted his life, even if he
has mastered all the classics.48) Chen, like his teacher, believes that the
45) Zhang Jiuhai 張九海, “Wu gongfu zhong zhen gongfu: Lun Wang Longxi
gongfu shuo dui Wang xue de fazhan (無工夫中真工夫—論王龍溪工夫說對王學的
發展)”, Fuzhou shizhuan xuebao 撫州師專學報, 22.1 (Mar., 2003), pp. 18-25.
46) [SKQS] Zhu Xi, Yu zhuan Zhuzi Quan Shu 御纂朱子全書, 44.18b-19a. “安得一旦遽
見此境界乎. 故聖人必曰: 正其心. 而正心必先誠意. 誠意必先致知. 其用力次第如此.
然後可以得心之正. 而復其本體之虛. 亦非一日之力矣.”
47) [SKQS] Li Qingfu 李清馥 (cir. 1757), Min zhong lixue yuanyuan kao 閩中理學淵源
考, 28.15b.
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ability to observe sagely jingjie comes with the maturation of effor
t.49) In Chen’s view, after successfully calming one’s heart-mind,
one would be able to see that all things have the mind of spring
¾ the jingjie that the sages and the worthies saw.50)
Many Neo-Confucians also agreed that the beholding of sagely
jingjie was a result of cultivation. Nie Bao 聂豹 (1487-1563), one of
the principal members of the Lu-Wang School, posited that the
result of life-long cultivation is the perceiving of jingjie as calm
quietude and peaceful reflection.51) Song Si-yŏl 宋時烈 (1607-1689)
remarked that in order for one to see the sagely jingjie of past
teachers, one must first has attain their standing ¾ an assertion that
once again emphasizes the role of cultivation.52) Furthermore, An
Chŏng-bok 安鼎福 (1712-1791) asserted that after undergoing much
painful jingjie, the pursuers of sage learning can finally perceive
lively and easy jing.53)
For many Neo-Confucians however, beholding sagely jingjie
proved to be just as overwhelming as reaching it. After it had
failed to lead to his witnessing of sagely jiangjie, Yi Sang-jŏng
expressed doubts about his cultivation method as follows:
After long and persistent practice, the purity and maturity of principle
and righteousness can be reached. After gradually purifying and
maturing, there will be a surplus of profound creation. … I have worked
hard for a long time without ceasing, but I regret that I have not yet
seen this jingjie. I am afraid working so hard must have the problem of
distorting the true method.54)

Like other Neo-Confucians, Yi resorted to the tension between
naturalness and effort as the most suitable explanation of his
problem.

48)
49)
50)
51)
52)
53)
54)

[SKQS] Chen Zhi, Mu zhong ji 木鍾集, 1.24a.
Ibid., 1.22a.
Ibid., 10.43a.
See the entry on Nie Bao in Huang Zongxi, Ming ru xue an, 17.32b.
Song Si-yŏl, Songja taechŏn 宋子大全, 1901, 90.2a-b tap Yi Yŏ-gu.
An Chŏng-bok, Sun-am chip 順菴集, 1900, 19.1a-2a che hahak chinam.
Taesan chip, 35.7a-b tap Kim Hongbo. “行之以篤實而持之以悠久. 則其理義至於純
熟. 踐履進於純熟. 乃其深造之餘. …悠久無間斷. 爲究竟工夫. 而深以未見此境界爲歎.
竊恐如此用心. 必有扭捏正助之病.”
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8. Sagehood as a Territory To Be Entered
Many Neo-Confucians also thought of sagely jingjie as a territory to be
entered (ru 入 or jin 進). If the expression “reaching” denotes a sense
of direction and journey to a destination, “entering” presents sagehood
as a territory to be explored and experienced. Ming’s Lü Huai 吕懐 (
jinshi 1532) identifies the difference between the ancients and the later
generations by pointing out the former’s success and the latter’s failure
in entering the jingjie of self-contentment:
Among the ancients, there was none who did not enter the jingjie of
self-contentment. Jingjie was originally not about abandoning all things and
crossing to the other side. It was only about seeking the unified
vivaciousness. … The vivacious territory (活潑潑地) is without a hint of
human effort. Not gaining but having, this is called self-contentment. If this
jingjie does not come from guarding against fear, personal vigilance,
exhaustive investigation, and sincere rectification, how can one say that it is
the vivacious territory?55)

Lü clearly distinguishes the jingjie of the ancients from that of the
Buddhists, which he characterizes as the jingjie of “abandoning all
things and crossing to the other side.” His linking of the sagely jingjie
of self-contentment and the “vivacious territory” — that is, the
correlation of jingjie and di 地 — highlights territorial dimensions
inherent to jingjie discourse.
Entry into sagely jingjie was to be peaceful and quiet. To enter,
one had to grasp the jingjie of the sages’ silent presence: “When
entering the pack of animals, the sage does not disturb the pack;
when entering the skein of birds, the sage does not disrupt the skein
”.56) The sixteenth-century Ming Neo-Confucian Lu Ningzhong 盧宁忠
(jinshi 1544) proposed that the remedy to all contemporary problems
could be found by entering the jingjie of tranquility, an expansive
territory as vast as the six directions, and one of emptiness and
stillness.57)
55) Ming ru xue an, 38.10b Pu Lü Jinshi xiansheng Huai. “古人無入不自得境界. 元不
是一切丢放度外. 只求一快活便了. …活潑潑地. 有絲毫人力. 不得而與焉者. 此之謂自
得. 這個境界. 若不由戒懼慎獨格致誠正上得来. 恁他説何活潑潑地.”
56) [SKQS] Lu Longqi 陸隴其 (1630-1692), Si Shu jiang yi kun mian lu 四書講義困勉
錄, 3.82a-b.
57) Ming ru xue an, 54.19a-b Lu Guanyan xiansheng Ningzhong.
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9. Sagehood as a Territory To Be Sought
If reaching and entering sagely jingjie presupposes the certainty of its
whereabouts, the concept of sagehood as a territory to be sought (求)
clearly portrays sagehood as something which had been obscured or
lost and needed to be found again. Sun Jifeng 孫奇逢 (1584-1675)
upheld the earnest seeking of sagely jingjie as a mark of true
eagerness for learning.58) Sŏ Hyŏng-su 徐瀅修 (1749-1824) pointed out
that many were seeking the wrong jingjie; that is, instead of desiring
the tranquil sagely jingjie, many were turning to the jingjie of aroused
emotion.59) For Neo-Confucians, where then can sagely jingjie be
found, and how? While many struggled with this difficult problem,
the Southern Song Neo-Confucian master Lü Zuqian 呂祖謙 (1137-1181)
had this to say:
In my bosom there originally was a sagely jingjie. I can go back and
search it, and it must be there. This can be compared to the meaning of all
things under heaven returning to humaneness through overcoming oneself
and restoring propriety.60)

Lü locates sagely jingjie in the individual’s own heart-mind (or
“bosom”), casting the search for sagely jingjie as an inner quest — a
search into one’s own self. Lu further held that the recovery of sagely
jingjie is essentially the recovery of the infant’s heart-mind in the
jingjie of one’s own heart-mind, claiming for example, that King Shun
retained his sagely jingjie because he was able to preserve the infant’s
heart-mind in the jingjie of his own.
Lü also asserted that Mencius’s promise of sagehood for everyone
was rooted in the belief that Yao and Shun’s jingjie can be found in
everyone’s heart-mind.61) The seeking of sagely jingjie, therefore,
became a task of recovering and reclaiming the territory of sagehood
that was already present in everyone’s heart-mind.

58) [SKQS] Sun Jifeng, Si Shu jin zhi 四書近指, 12.4a-b liu yan bi zhang.
59) Sŏ Hyŏng-su, Myŏnggo chŏnjip 明皐全集, n.d., 5.1a-2a yŏ Chin P’yŏn-su.
60) [SKQS] Lü Zuqian, Lize lun shuo ji lu 麗澤論說集録, 1.7b-8a. “吾胷中自有聖人境
界. 吾能反而求之. 則當有應之者. 如克己復禮天下歸仁之意是也.”
61) Ibid., 7.43b-44a and 63b-64a. A similar argument was made by Yun Pong-gu 尹
鳳九 (1681-1767), Pyŏnggye chip 屛溪集, 1802, 11.24a tap Yi Hŭi-gyŏng.
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10. Sagehood as a Territory To Be Created
Many Neo-Confucians also believed that sagely jingjie could be created
(造) through personal self-cultivation.62) The idea that individuals could
create sagely jingjie through effort generated an interesting debate
among Neo-Confucians about how to understand individually-created
sagely territory. Were individually-created sagely jingjie the same or
different in essence? The intricacy of this issue is clearly shown in the
debate between Im Sŏng-ju 任聖周 (1711-1788) and Yi Chae 李縡
(1680-1746), as when Im writes,
… are the created jingjie same or different? I once asked Toam (Yi Chae).
He answered: “Jingjie is all the same. What differ are only the maturation
of effort, and the depth of meaningful savoring.” Why not say then when
people create and reach their territory (域), there is no difference in their
jingjie and in their not wavering? People’s similarity only lies in their qi
and xiang (氣象). The actual illumination of their heart-mind and body still
has not reached its fullness. The effort of overcoming oneself still has not
been reached. How can a momentary stone fire be comparable to Yan Hui
(顏回)’s complete embodiment of great function (大用)! … Therefore, what
Zhu Xi described as impure and incomplete embodiment was spoken
regarding ordinary people. Even though one could reach there in time, I am
afraid the word “pure” cannot be applied.63)

Im’s question to Yi derives from one of Confucius’s sayings: “As for
Yan Hui, for three months his heart-mind would not waver from
humaneness. Others could attain this for a day or a month at the
most”.64)
Yi understood all jingjie to be sagely, and thought that the same
sagely jingjie, identical in essence, is shared by all people. In his view,
individually created jingjie can differ based on the difference in effort
and experience. A similar opinion had been previously expressed by
another Chosŏn Neo-Confucian, Yun Hyŏng-no 尹衡老 (circa 1507),
62) Yi Sang-jŏng argued that once one’s effort matures, one can create the jingjie of
the overcoming of one’s self (Yi 1802: 20.16a-b).
63) Im Sŏng-ju, Nokmun chip 鹿門集, 1795, 4.16b-18a tap Yi Su-i. Yi Chae’s original
discussion is found in the collection of his writings (Yi 1803: 14.20b-26b). “三月
不違與日月至焉. 所造境界同異. 曾問于陶庵. 答曰境界則同. 只功夫生熟. 意味淺深不
同云云. 盖旣曰能造其域則至焉之時. 其境界與不違. 宜無不同. 然所謂同者. 只以大槩
氣象言耳. 其實心體之明. 尙有未盡. 克己之功. 尙有未到. 則其一時石火. 何可與顔子
之全體大用. … 然則朱子所謂不純非全體者. 固是擧平生言之者. 而其至焉之時. 恐亦
下純全字不得矣.”
64) [SKQS] Kongzi 孔子 (551-479 BC), Lun yu zhu shu 論語注疏, 6.5a.
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who stated that although it may be only momentary, the same jingjie
that is found in sages can be shared by common people.65) On the
contrary, Im sees that people’s created jingjie is essentially different
depending on the extent of their cultivation. For him, jingjie is a
relative measure ¾ a matter of purity ¾ and therefore the jingjie of
the sages differs in essence from that of ordinary people. These
intellectual debates demonstrate the intricacy of Neo-Confucian jingjie
discourse, particularly in terms of how the various interpretations of
sagehood and sage learning were constructed.

11. Sagehood as a Central Territorial Position
To Be Occupied and Maintained
Jingjie as a discursive framework of territoriality communicates not

only the notion of area but also the notion of center.66) Likewise,
Neo-Confucians envisioned sagely jingjie as a central position to be
occupied and maintained. Zhu Xi viewed the attainment of sagely
jingjie as a matter of remaining in (存) the middle position (中): “the
sages did not strive but were in the middle, did not think but
followed the middle way.”67) Competence in keeping the central
position, Zhu argued, distinguished the sages from the worthies, and
the worthies from ordinary people. While sages, naturally and without
exerting effort, were able to hit jingjie in the bull’s-eye (中境界)68), for
those aspiring to become sages much effort was needed to maintain
the secure middle position. Min U-su 閔遇洙 (1694-1756) also asserted
that staying in the central position entailed keeping a steady course
and carefully guarding sagely jingjie so that it wouldn’t become lost.69)
This notion of centrality had a clearly territorial connotation; as Sŏ
Hyŏng-su explains, the jingjie of the center referred to the area in the
middle that was enclosed within the limits of the four directions.70)
65) Yun Hyŏng-no, Kyegu-am chip 戒懼菴集, 1865, 14.16b-21a cho sim chang.
66) Han, “Territory of the Sages: Neo-Confucian Discourse of Wuyi Nine Bends
Jingjie”, pp. 16-24.
67) Zhuzi yu lei, 117.30a-b.
68) See Luo Rufang’s 羅汝芳 (1515-1586) discussion in Huang Zongxi, Ming ru xue
an, 34.46a-b.
69) Min U-su 閔遇洙 (1694-1756), Chŏng-am chip 貞菴集, 1799, 6.13b-14a tap Kim
Chon-bu.
70) Myŏnggo chŏnjip, 18 Chung-yong sŏ.
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The discursive formations of the six principal modes of
territorial engagement with sagely jingjie display the dilemma that
Neo-Confucians found themselves in: the never-ending conflict
between the newfound possibility of sagehood and the colossal task
that achieving it entailed. While the possibility of reaching, seeing,
entering, seeking, creating, and maintaining sagely jingjie was
presented, the work involved in attaining these was so great that
for many this newly found hope was only a distant reality.
Herein we see an important paradox within the Neo-Confucian
territorial discussion: jingjie represented both limitation and
accessibility at the same time. This paradox posed a serious
interpretive challenge that led to the emergence of divergent
discourses on sagehood. On the one hand, sagehood was interpreted
as innateness and perfectness. The sage, whose heart-mind always
preserved and illuminated the heavenly principle without the sage
having to think or exert great effort, was by nature different from
common people. On the other hand, sagehood was seen as an
outcome of cultivation. What defined the sages was their continuous
and arduous cultivation of the self, which transformed them. In other
words, it was their “cultivatedness” and not their faultlessness that
made them sages. As Chen Zhi put it, the sages’ jingjie was the fact
that they were without significant faults (not that they were
completely without faults), and that they questioned and learned all
their lives. Hence, there was no essential difference between the sages
and the common people; through effort everyone could become a
sage.71)
The Neo-Confucian exploration of jingjie discourse inspired a
territorial conception of sagehood that was clearly set apart from
Buddhist and other unsagely domains. Within this new philosophical
framework, the pursuit of sage learning had clear territorial
dimensions, and was comprised of the reaching, seeing, entering,
seeking, creating, and occupying of sagely territory. On the whole,
these philosophical explorations show us the development of
discursive themes which served as patches on a loosely sewn
philosophical quilt— involving stitches made by many contributors
over a long period of time— rather than as building blocks for a
philosophical system. Connecting the various parts of the tapestry of
sage learning was the discourse of jingjie, whose force was strongly
felt in both Chinese and Korean Neo-Confucian development.
■ Submitted: 2014.03.15 Reviewed: 2014.06.20-30 Confirmed for publication: 2014.07.01

71) Mu zhong ji, 1.22-24.
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展望聖人的境地——新儒家的境界論
韓 希 妍

中文摘要
接受與適用境界論對新儒家的聖人觀產生了重大影響。本論文研究了中韓
兩國新儒家們探討及發展的聖人之境界論，而主張境界論促使新儒家們學
習相關領域的修養，例如到達、觀察、進入、尋找、創造，及領悟聖人的
道德與精神領域等等。爲討論個人的道德人格修養問題，本論文還重點探
究了新儒家對顏回之境界的討論。從整體來看，本研究試圖說明了目前爲
止仍未被充分探討的新儒家們對此領域的構想。
關鍵詞：境界, 新儒學, 領域, 聖境

